A counter N is increased by one for each satisfied inequality. Hence, N ranges from 0 to 4 and provides a measure of the "quality" of the maximum; we shall refer to the parameter N as the "significance level" of the maximum.
For each satisfied inequality, the horizontal location and magnitude of the maximum are found by interpolating a second-order polynomial through the trio of points. If more than one inequality is satistied, the largest LJ,,,,, and its corresponding x,,, are chosen as the appropriate maxima for that grid intersection.
A record of .x,,, , g,,, , and N is kept for each grid intersection where N > 0. The user can display maxima in geodetic coordinates at any of the four significance levels. We have found that N = 2 or 3 produces the most useful maps. In general. N = 1 analyses are too loosely constrained to provide meaningful information. For example, maxima may appear to radiate from symmetric anomalies with directions that depend upon the orientation of the grid with respect to the anomaly. In some surveys, maxima may be so prevalent that some of the smaller and perhaps less significant values of y,,, must be discarded. Hence, the method permits the user to specify a tolerance level LJ,,, such that only g,,, > gtO, will be displayed. Note that this analysis requires no assumptions about the sources except. in the magnetic case, the direction of magnetization. Maxima will nearly overlie edges of shallow sources with abrupt and near-vertical contacts. Nonvertical contacts will generally result in calculated boundaries that less precisely mark the surface trace of the contacts. Note that certain classes of bodies produce anomaly gradients that bear no relation to the body' s lateral extent. The gravity, or pseudogravity, anomaly over a spherical source, for example. has maximum horizontal gradients in the shape of a circular ring. but the diameter of the ring depends only on the depth to the center of the sphere and provides no independent information about the size of the sphere. Also, topographic features in magnetic terrane have abrupt magnetic boundaries (with air). The boundary analysis should be used with caution in areas of significant topographic relief. The calculated boundaries are shown in plan view for N = 3. The method correctly predicts the size and shape of the magnetic boundary. but it-tends to round the corners, The rounded corners are not a consequence of a large grid interval; we repeated this test with a sample interval of 0.25 km. for example, and the calculated shape was identical to that in Figure 2 . Abrupt corners of a source contain, in a sense, the shortest wavelengths of m(.~, r, 2). Hence, in a magnetic or gravity anomaly measured some distance away, information about source corners is more attenuated than other attributes about the shape of the source.
We tested the method on a variety of prism configurations. For shallower sources, the calculated plan-view shape closely approaches the correct shape of the prism. For deeper sources, the calculated boundary becomes more rounded and ultimately approaches a circular shape that expands as depth increases. We have found that the pseudogravity transformation followed by a horizontal gradient calculation, as discussed in Cordcll (1979) and Cot-dell and Grauch (1982, 1983 is a useful method to aid interpretation of magnetic data, and that automatic location of maximum horizontal gradients is a useful extension of this technique. We emphasize that this technique is simply a tool to aid interpretation, and that it remains the job of the intcrprctcr to dccidc on the geologic reality of the results. Geologic fcaturcs that appear in the boundary analysis are always present and detectable (at least with hindsight) in the original magnetic or gravity data, but the analysis helps guide the interpreter to features and patterns that might not otherwise have been readily detected in the original data.
The method is programmed in standard Fortran and is available on magnetic tape in ANSI format. Send a blank magnetic tape to the authors with requests for copies of the program
